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Our Need for a New Approach
Stanford’s need for a paradigm shift
A Vision for Professional Fulfillment
› Personal Resilience
› Culture of Wellness
› Efficiency of Practice
Practical Applications
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High Professional Fulfillment
Total

Men

Women

Burnout = Running on Empty
Individuals report a sense of having "run out of fuel,” as
though they have nothing left.

Components of Burnout
Emotional Exhaustion
Reduced Performance
Interpersonal Disengagement
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https://www.mckinse
y.com/businessfunctions/organizatio
n/our-insights/covid19-and-theemployeeexperience-howleaders-can-seizethe-moment#
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Seeking alignment
What are your stakeholder’s goals?

Glassdoor.com

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Contagious positivity & attitude
Commitment to their roles
Focus on results & ideas
Their hands are in many pots
Adopting a learning & sharing mentality
Make your boss’s job easier

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Contagious programming
Commitment to employee well-being
Focus on results & ideas
Supporting other programs across campus
Adopting a learning & sharing mentality
Makes leaderships job easier
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“With trust at the center of
employer-employee
relationships, wellness
programs can transform
from shiny lacquer into
authentic elements of an
integrated, human
system.”
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Our Vision

Professional Fulfillment
is defined as:

Happiness or
meaningfulness,
self-worth, selfefficacy and
satisfaction at work.
Dr. Mickey Trockel
Stanford Medicine WellMD Center

Culture of Wellness

Efficiency of Practice

Organizational values and
actions that promote
personal and professional
growth, self-care and
compassion for ourselves,
our colleagues and
those we serve.

Workplace systems,
processes, and practices
that promote safety, quality,
effectiveness, positive
interactions, and work-life
balance.

Personal Resilience
Individual skills, behaviors, and attitudes that contribute to
physical, emotional, and professional well-being.

http://catalyst.nejm.org/physician-well-being-efficiency-wellness-resilience/
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2020 Elevated Pain Points

•
•
•
•

Working from home
Childcare
Worklife Integration
Home office equipment

•
•
•
•

Social injustice
Safety for all
Respect and inclusion
Remote teams

•
•
•
•
•

Social isolation
Emotional stress
Mental Health needs
Stress eating
Lack of exercise

19

Growth Needs:

Self-Fulfillment
Needs
Psychological
Needs

Basic
Needs

achieving one’s full potential,
including creative activities

Esteem
Needs
Belonging
and Love Needs

Safety Needs
Physical Needs

prestige and feelings of
accomplishment

intimate relationships and
friends

security and safety

food water, warmth, rest

Maslow’s Heirarchy of needs
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Personal Resilience

PERSONAL RESILIENCE
Culture
of
Wellness

Professional
Fulfillment

Efficiency
of
Practice

Personal
Resilience

Individual skills,
behaviors, and attitudes
that contribute to physical,
emotional, and
professional well-being.

Personal Resilience
The strongest determinants of
burnout are:
Culture
of
Wellness

Professional
Fulfillment

Efficiency
of
Practice

• Sleep Related Impairment
• Low Self-Compassion

Personal
Resilience
SOURCE: WellMD.Stanford.edu
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“Self Care must happen first, so you have the energy to care for
others. You can’t pour from an empty cup.”

How well are you taking care of yourself?

EAT
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MOVE

SLEEP
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Fixed Mindset vs. Growth Mindset
Needs to
look
SMART

Those with a
fixed mindset
often plateau
early and often
does not meet
potential

Seeks
GROWTH

Avoids challenges

Embraces
challenges

Gives up easily

Persists in face of
setbacks

Sees effort as
fruitless

Sees effort as a step
to mastery

Ignores feedback

Learns from criticism

Feels threatened by
others success

Is inspired by the
success of others

Those with a growth
mindset often reach
ever-higher levels of
achievement
Carol Dweck: Mindset

Our Need for SelfCompassion

SOURCE: Stanford WellMD Center
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Personal Resilience
2020 Increased Needs
Culture
of
Wellness

Professional
Fulfillment

Efficiency
of
Practice

•
•
•
•
•

Isolation
Depression
Addiction
Anxiety
Financial strain

Personal
Resilience

Culture of Wellness
CULTURE OF WELLNESS
Organizational values
and actions that promote
personal and
professional growth, selfcare and compassion for
ourselves, our
colleagues and our
patients.

Culture
of
Wellness

Professional
Fulfillment

Efficiency
of
Practice

Personal
Resilience
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Culture of Wellness

Leadership
Support was
identified by
over 60% as
very important.

Culture
of
Wellness

Professional
Fulfillment

Efficiency
of
Practice

Personal
Resilience

2015. Google’s 2-year study of teams

32
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2015
Google’s 2-year
study of teams

“Good Bosses Create
More Wellness than
Wellness Plans Do”

Emma Seppala, PhD
Science Director of Stanford University’s
Center for Compassion and Altruism
Research and Education (CCARE)
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“Those who say their organizations have
responded particularly well are four times
more likely to be engaged and six times more
likely to report a
positive state of well-being.”

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/organization/our-insights/covid-19-and-theemployee-experience-how-leaders-can-seize-the-moment#
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Cultivate inclusion and psychological safety.
Leaders and managers can help create inclusive and
psychologically safe team environments by modeling
behaviors that value the inputs of all members, encourage
individuality, and allow members to experiment
without fear of negative consequences.

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/organization/our-insights/covid-19-and-theemployee-experience-how-leaders-can-seize-the-moment#

“While organizations may not be able to take
action on compensation right now, our survey

55%

results show that they can achieve a
improvement in engagement by addressing
employees’ need for work recognition through
nonfinancial means.”

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/organization/our-insights/covid-19-andthe-employee-experience-how-leaders-can-seize-the-moment#
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Our research yielded three overarching insights, each
coupled with practical steps leaders can take to support
employees through this next phase of the crisis:
Build on the trust and affiliation you’ve earned by continuing
to be:

Present
Action-oriented
Empathetic
Transparent

https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/organization/our-insights/covid19-and-the-employee-experience-how-leaders-can-seize-the-moment#

In addition to basic needs (safety and security), three other
experience themes are having a disproportionate impact on
employee well-being and work effectiveness:

Trusting relationships
Social cohesion
Individual purpose
Enable improvements in those areas by prioritizing actions that will
address a broad set of needs for the majority of your workforce.
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/organization/our-insights/covid19-and-the-employee-experience-how-leaders-can-seize-the-moment#
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Stability

Trust

Se

Social Connection & Inclusion

Purpose & Contribution
https://www.mckinsey.com/businessfunctions/organization/our-insights/covid19-and-the-employee-experience-howleaders-can-seize-the-moment#

Barbara Fredrickson, Ph.D.

www.positivityratio.com
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Cultivating Positive Emotion
Low Performance Groups= 1:1
Mid Performance Groups= 2:1
High Performance Groups= 6:1

Barbara Fredrickson

Cultivating Positive Emotion
High performers asked questions as much as they
defended their own views, and cast their attention
outward as much as inward.
Low performers asked almost no questions, and
showed almost no outward focus (not listening, rather,
waiting to talk to defend their own view).
Barbara Fredrickson
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EFFICIENCY OF
PRACTICE
Culture
of
Wellness

Professional
Fulfillment

Personal
Resilience

Efficiency
of
Practice

Workplace systems,
processes, and practices
that promote safety,
quality, effectiveness,
positive patient and
colleague interactions,
and work-life balance.
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Increase Collaboration:

Culture
of
Wellness

Professional
Fulfillment

Efficiency
of
Practice








Human Resources
Information Technology (IT)
Accounts Payable
Finance
Parking & Transportation
Ergonomics Programs

Personal
Resilience

Inefficiencies
of Practice
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Well-being for all

We strive to offer a work
experience of health, happiness,
and prosperity. It includes having
good mental health, high life
satisfaction, a sense of meaning
and purpose, and personal
resiliency to withstand our
inevitable storms.
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Our Framework
CULTURE OF WELLNESS:

EFFICIENCY OF PRACTICE:

Shared values, behaviors, and leadership qualities that
prioritize personal and professional growth, community, and
compassion for self and others.

Workplace systems, processes, and practices that promote
safety, quality, effectiveness, positive interactions, and worklife integration.

2021 Key Success Factors:
2021 Key Success Factors:
• Well-being Statement for Stanford Enterprise
•
Collaborations with Business Affairs, WorkLife, Parking &
• Employee Wellness Steering Committee across the
Transportation etc.
Enterprise
•
Behavior science for support systems (IT, Finance etc.)
• Considering Well-being in all Policies and Practices
•
Simplified wellness programming
• Executive Communications
•
Remote wellness offerings
• Align with UHR Professional Development
• Wellness module in Manager’s Academy
• Align classes and referrals
• Champion’s Network and Grant Program
Modified with permissions in
• Wellness Team Trainings
collaboration with
• Gratitude / Appreciation
Stanford’s WellMD Center
• Positive Psychology & Mindset
WellMD.Stanford.edu
PERSONAL RESILIENCE:
• Compassion in the Workplace
• Social Connectedness
Individual skills, behaviors, and attitudes that contribute to physical,
emotional, professional well-being and connectedness.

51

2021 Key Success Factors:
• On-line programming for all remote workers
• Expansion of wellness coaching program
• Alignment with enterprise HR programs: Help Center, benefits, health plans, etc.
• Focus on:
• Mission & Purpose
• Sleep
• Self-compassion

Culture of Wellness
• Wellness Modules in Manager’s Academy
• Champion’s Network and Grant Program
• Wellness-Infused Team Trainings
• Gratitude / Appreciation
• Diversity & Inclusion
• Strengths
• Psychological Safety
• Peer Support
Efficiency of Practice
• Collaboration with Business Affairs
• Simplified Programming
• Remote Wellness Offerings
Personal Resilience
• Focus towards On-line Programming
• Expansion of 1:1 Coaching
• Integration into Benefits
• A Focus on:
• Mission & Purpose
• Sleep
• Self-compassion
52
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Your Sphere of Influence
Collaborate across your organization
Contribute to a culture of wellness
Cultivate personal resilience

Celebrate Successes

The Stanford Model of Professional Fulfillment©, based on Stanford WellMD physician data from 2013-present,
provides a helpful breakdown of the various aspects of well-being and can be used as a framework for engaging
leaders on the importance of these initiatives across our organization. This model outlines a simple construct that
acknowledges the critical role of the organizational culture, the work environment, and the role of the individual in
cultivating an environment that promotes professional well-being.
Below are some references to the Stanford Model of Professional Fulfillment that was copyrighted in 2016:
First Publication by Stanford WellMD 2017:
https://catalyst.nejm.org/doi/full/10.1056/CAT.17.0429
Adapted within Modules by the American Medical Association:
https://edhub.ama-assn.org/steps-forward/interactive/18519150
https://edhub.ama-assn.org/steps-forward/module/2702556
Referenced as an influence for wellness at Kaiser:
https://permanente.org/caring-provide-care/
https://permanente.org/road-physician-wellness/
Referenced by Office of Faculty Affairs at U Mass: https://www.umassmed.edu/ofa/wellness/resilience/
Additional references:
https://www.chop.edu/news/burnout-real-here-s-what-you-can-do-combat-it
https://oregon.providence.org/forms-and-information/p/pulse/regional-and-local-action-items-to-help-improve-provider-wellbeing/
https://providers.beaumont.org/homepage-navigation/wellness/physician-wellness
https://www.advancedphysicianwellness.org

54
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Our research showed that respondents who indicate they are “living their purpose” at work
are much more likely than those not doing so to sustain or improve their levels of work
effectiveness, and they had four times higher engagement and five times higher wellbeing. Moreover, we discovered that this particular experience element showed the
greatest potential for improvement: only one-third of respondents believe their
organizations strongly connect actions to purpose.
Potential actions to ensure a strong sense of purpose include the following:
Embed purpose in how you talk to employees. There are avenues for organizations to
move from the “why” to the “how” in establishing and linking employees to a clear
purpose. Link your organization’s “why” to your employee communications. As you make
changes in how the business operates through the crisis, consistently link the changes
back to your purpose.
Bring purpose to life. Share stories (through video or town halls) of colleagues who are
embodying purpose through the period of crisis. Now is the time to celebrate and create
role models of those who are living their purpose.
Start a longer-term conversation about purpose. Begin the hard work of defining or
revisiting your organization’s purpose now. Explain how employees will play a critical role.
https://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/organization/our-insights/covid19-and-the-employee-experience-how-leaders-can-seize-the-moment#
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